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Abstract— Modern health-care technology depends to a large
extent on software deployed in medical devices, which brings
several well-known benefits but also poses new hazards to pa-
tient safety. As a consequence, assessing safety and reliability in
software in medical devices turns out to be a critical issue. In
this paper we outline a method for safety assessment of medical
devices based on Defeasible Logic Programming (DeLP), which
provides an argumentative framework for reasoning with uncer-
tain and incomplete knowledge. We contend that argumentation
theory as defined in DeLP can be used to integrate and contrast
different evidences for assessing the approval and commercial-
ization of medical devices, aiming at increasing transparency to
all the stakeholders involved in their certification. The outlined
framework is validated by modeling the infamous Therac-25 ac-
cident.

Keywords— medical software, safety assurance, argumenta-
tion theory

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern health-care technology depends nowadays to a
large extent on software deployed in medical devices, which
brings several well-known benefits but also poses new haz-
ards to patient safety. Computer-related errors have played
a significant role in serious injury or even death involving
medical devices [1]. With more complex software employed
in such devices [2], there is no possibility to perform ex-
haustive testing or formal methods. As a consequence, as-
sessing safety and reliability in software in medical devices
turns out to be a critical issue. The manufacturers of med-
ical devices are expected not only to achieve an acceptable
assurance level, but also to convince regulatory bodies that
safeness has been achieved. In order to do this, identi-
fying relevant evidence is not enough, as there might be

conflicting or incomplete information involved. Conse-
quently, structured, domain-based, safety arguments are
needed to demonstrate that safety can be ensured.

In this paper we outline a method for safety assessment
of medical devices based on Defeasible Logic Programming
(DeLP), which provides an argumentative framework for rea-
soning with uncertain and incomplete knowledge. We con-
tend that argumentation theory as defined in DeLP can be
used to integrate and contrast different evidences for assess-
ing the approval and commercialization of medical devices,
aiming at increasing transparency to all the stakeholders in-
volved in their certification. Our approach in this paper will
aim at two particular issues: (i) how defeasible logic pro-
gramming can be used to describe safety requirements of
medical devices, and (ii) how argumentation theory can de-
tect and solve inconsistencies or safety related doubts.

Our hypothesis is that argumentation theory (in this paper
implemented via DeLP) can contribute to improve safety as-
surance in medical devices, providing a promising research
topic (see e.g. [3, 4]). Safety arguments1 should address at
least two issues: (i) to show that all health-related hazards
have been analyzed and how the assigned control measures
contribute to risk mitigation, and (ii) to prove compliance
with safety medical standards or guidelines.

It must be remarked that over the past few years there have
been several formal complaints and court trials concerning
the approval of medical devices [6], and several studies have
shown that the regulatory system is opaque, fragmented and
largely privatized [7]. We contend that argumentation the-
ory as defined in DeLP can be used to integrate and contrast

1 A safety case is defined in UK Defense Standard 00-56 as [5]: “A struc-
tured argument, supported by a body of evidence that provides a com-
pelling, comprehensible and valid case that a system is safe for a given
application in a given operating environment.” In our case, a safety case
should present strong arguments that a medical device is safe to operate
within a particular context [3].
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different evidences for assessing the approval and commer-
cialization of medical devices, aiming at increasing trans-
parency to all the stakeholders involved in their certification.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II
presents the fundamentals of argumentation and DeLP, along
with a simple motivational example. Section III explains
and models the Therac-25 overdose radiation accident using
DeLP. We illustrate how the arguments associated with this
particular accident can be automatically obtained from the
DeLP inference engine. Section IV reviews related work. Fi-
nally, in Section V we summarize the main contributions of
our proposal.

II. FUNDAMENTALS OF DEFEASIBLE LOGIC

PROGRAMMING

Defeasible Logic Programming (DeLP) [8] provides a lan-
guage for knowledge representation and reasoning that uses
defeasible argumentation [9, 10] to decide between contra-
dictory conclusions through a dialectical analysis. Codify-
ing knowledge by means of a DeLP program provides a
good trade-off between expressiveness and implementabil-
ity for dealing with incomplete and potentially contradictory
information. In a DeLP program P = (Π,Δ), a set Π of
strict rules P← Q1, . . . ,Qn, and a set Δ of defeasible rules
P −≺ Q1, . . . ,Qn can be distinguished. Defeasible rules ac-
count for tentative knowledge, and provide the basis for defin-
ing arguments.2

Definition 1 (Argument) An argument 〈A ,H〉 is a minimal
non-contradictory set of ground defeasible clauses A of Δ
that allows to derive a ground literal H using rules from Π∪
A .

Since arguments may be in conflict (concept captured
in terms of a logical contradiction), an attack relationship
between arguments can be defined. A criterion is usually
defined to decide between two conflicting arguments. If the
attacking argument is strictly preferred over the attacked
one, then it is called a proper defeater. If no comparison is
possible, or both arguments are equi-preferred, the attacking
argument is called a blocking defeater. Generalized speci-
ficity [11] is typically used as a syntax-based criterion among
conflicting arguments. However, other alternative partial or-
ders can also be valid such (see [8, Sect. 3.2.2]). In this paper
we will abstract the comparison criterion and will suppose

2 For space reasons, we provide only some basic DeLP definitions in this
paper to make it self-contained. For a detailed explanation of DeLP, the
reader is referred to [8].

fthe existence of a relation � for comparing two conflicting
arguments.

In order to determine whether a given argument A is ul-
timately undefeated (or warranted), a dialectical process is
recursively carried out, where defeaters for A , defeaters for
these defeaters, and so on, are taken into account forming a
dialectical tree. The argument A is the root of its dialecti-
cal tree T , its defeaters the first level of T , the defeaters
of these defeaters the second level, and so on. In a dialec-
tical tree nodes are labeled as either defeated (D) or unde-
feated (U). Leaves are always labeled as undefeated; a node
is labeled as undefeated iff all of its children are labeled as
defeated, otherwise a node is labeled as defeated. Given a
DeLP program P and a query H, the final answer to H w.r.t.
P takes such dialectical analysis into account. The answer
to a query can be: yes (when there exists a warranted argu-
ment 〈A ,H〉), no (when there exists a warranted argument
〈A ,∼H〉), undecided (neither 〈A ,H〉 nor 〈A ,∼H〉 are war-
ranted), or unknown (H does not belong to P).

In [12], Williams & Hunter define an Ontology Argumen-
tation Framework which combines ontologies and Defeasible
Logic Programming in order to reason on a medical scenario
regarding the treatment of cancer patients. Next we present a
simplified version of that scenario in order to illustrate how
DeLP can be used to generate arguments useful for clinical
practice.

Example 1 Consider the DeLP program P1 = (Π1,Δ1)
presented in Fig. 1. The set of strict rules Π1 says that there
are two treatments for cancer: based on Anastrazole and
a program of five years administration of Tamoxifen, Ms.
Jones has a disease named d1 which is both a ER positive
disease and can be identified as breast cancer. A person
who is a man or a woman is among people, early breast
cancer is a type of cancer and a treatment with Tamoxifen
can be performed either by a three year or a five year
program. The set Δ1 of defeasible rules is a very simplified
version of what was presented by [12]. The rules are ordered
according to the priorities r2 � r1 � r2 (meaning that an
argument based on r2 will be considered stronger that
one based on r1 and so forth). From P1 we can build the
following arguments: 〈{r1},has treatment(ms jones, t)〉,
〈{r2},∼ has treatment(ms jones, t)〉 and 〈{r3},∼
has treatment(ms jones,a)〉. Comparing arguments by
using a criterion based on rule priorities, we can see
that 〈{r1},has treatment(ms jones, t)〉 is defeated by
〈{r2},∼ has treatment(ms jones, t)〉, which in turn is
defeated by 〈{r3},∼ has treatment(ms jones,a)〉. The
dialectical trees from program P1 can be seen in Fig. 2

IFMBE Proceedings Vol. 44
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DeLP program P1 = (Π1,Δ1):

Facts and strict rules Π1:
anastrazole(a). tamoxifen5Yr(t).
woman(ms jones). has disease(ms jones,d).
er positive disease(d). early breast cancer(d).
people(X) ← man(X). people(X) ← woman(X).
breast cancer(X) ← early breast cancer(X).
tamoxifen(X) ← tamoxifen3Yr(X).
tamoxifen(X) ← tamoxifen5Yr(X).

Defeasible rules Δ1 with priorities r2 � r1 � r3:
r1 : has treatment(X ,Z)−≺

woman(X),has disease(X ,Y),early breast cancer(Y),
er positive disease(Y), tamoxifen5Yr(Z).

r2 :∼has treatment(X ,Z)−≺
woman(X),has disease(X ,Y),
breast cancer(Y), tamoxifen(Z).

r3 :∼has treatment(X ,Z)−≺
woman(X),has disease(X ,Y),breast cancer(Y ),anastrazole(Z).

Fig. 1 DeLP program P1 on cancer treatment medical trials

〈{r1},has treatment(ms jones, t)〉D

〈{r2},∼has treatment(ms jones, t)〉U

〈{r3},∼has treatment(ms jones,a)〉U

〈{r1},has treatment(ms jones, t)〉D

〈{r2},∼has treatment(ms jones, t)〉U

Fig. 2 Dialectical trees from P1

III. ARGUING IN THE THERAC-25 ACCIDENT

We now present a case study modeling the infamous
Threrac-25 accelerator incident in which five people died of
radiation overdose due to a malfunction during their cancer
treatment sessions [13].

We discuss a DeLP program P for defining a safety ver-
ification system for such a system, we base our modeling in
the extensive documentation regarding the Therac-25. De-
spite knowing that it is a somehow old case (it dates from
1987), we chose to show how DeLP can be used to perform a
safety verification on a such a system as the Therac-25 accel-
erator problem can be considered a benchmark problem due
to the extensive analyses it went through.

The main system safety verification is determining if using
the accelerator is safe.

Definition 2 (Safety verification system) A safety verifica-
tion system V is a pair (P,S ) where P is a DeLP pro-
gram establishing logical criteria for assuring safety and S

is a set of literals containing sensor information of the envi-
ronment. The language LV of the safety verification system
is the set of all literals in P ∪S .

Definition 3 (Prospective safety decision) Let V =
(P ,S ) be a safety verification system. A prospective safety
decision is a literal in LV .

Definition 4 (Safety recommendation) Let V = (P,S )
be a safety verification system and D be a prospective safety
decision. A safety recommendation for D is either one of:

• Conform: If there is a warranting argument for D w.r.t.
the DeLP program P ∪S .
• Do not Conform: If there is a warranting argument for
∼D w.r.t. the DeLP program P ∪S .
• Unable to Decide: There is neither a warranted argument

for D nor ∼D w.r.t. the DeLP program P ∪S .
• Not Applicable: D does not belong to LV .

We will consider the modeling of a safety recommendation
system V = (P ,safe(therac 25)), where the literal safe(A)
refers to whenever it is safe to use the accelerator A.

The rest of the section discusses the program P along
with the dialectical analysis that can be derived from it w.r.t.
the query safe(therac 25) in order to reach a safety rec-
ommendation for V . We consider three accelerator models
built by the AECL company named Therac-6, Therac-20 and
Therac-25, represented by three facts: accelerator(therac 6),
accelerator(therac 20), and accelerator(therac 25).

There were no reported cases of radiation overdose mal-
function neither in Therac-6 nor in Therac-20 accelerator and
an accelerator A is normally considered safe if it has a radia-
tion overdose history with no reported cases. This is modeled
as DeLP defeasible rules and facts as shown in Fig. 3.

radiation overdose mis f unction reported cases(therac 6,0).
radiation overdose mis f unction reported cases(therac 20,0).
safe(A) −≺ accelerator(A),∼problems history(A).
∼problems history(A) −≺

radiation overdose mis f unction reported cases(A,0).

Fig. 3 Overdose history in Therac-25

At this point we can deduce an argument for the Therac-
6 accelerator supporting the tentative conclusion that it is
safe as no cases of radiation overdose have been reported
〈A1,safe(therac 6)〉 where

A1 =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(safe(therac 6) −≺ accelerator(therac 6),
∼problems history(therac 6)),

(∼problems history(therac 6) −≺
radiation overdose mis f unction reported cases(

therac 6,0)).

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎭

.

IFMBE Proceedings Vol. 44
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It is straightforward to see that the same is valid for the
Therac-20 accelerator.

The initial assumption with the case of the Therac-25 ac-
celerator was that an accelerator is usually considered safe
whenever its software is based on a library written for a
previous accelerator that is known to be problem-free, the
software in each accelerator was tested in each respective de-
vice, and the Therac-6, Therac-20, Therac-25 were produced
in chronological order, and it is also known that the soft-
ware running on Therac-25 accelerator was based on Therac-
6 and Therac-20 software packages (see Fig. 4). So, from
all this information we are now able to build an argument
〈A2,safe(therac 25)〉 where

A2 =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(safe(therac 25) −≺ accelerator(therac 25),
so f tware inside(therac 25,therac 25 so f tware),
so f tware based on(therac 25 so f tware,

therac 6 package),
so f tware module(therac 6 package),

tested(therac 6 package,therac 6),
accelerator(therac 6),older model(therac 6,therac 25),
∼problems history(therac 6)),

(older model(therac 6,therac 25) −≺
next model(therac 20,therac 25),
older model(therac 6,therac 20)),

(older model(therac 6,therac 20) −≺
next model(therac 6,therac 20)),

(∼problems history(therac 6) −≺
radiation overdose mis f unction reported cases(

therac 6,0))

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

supporting the tentative conclusion that the Therac-25 accel-
erator is a safe device because its software was based on a
Therac-6 module, which in turn was a problem free accelera-
tor.

safe(A) −≺ accelerator(A),so f tware inside(A,P),
so f tware based on(P,M),
so f tware module(M),tested(M,OA),
accelerator(OA),
older model(OA,A),∼problems history(OA).

so f tware module(therac 6 package).
so f tware module(therac 20 package).
tested(therac 6 package,therac 6).
tested(therac 20 package,therac 20).
next model(therac 6,therac 20).
next model(therac 20,therac 25).
older model(X ,Y ) −≺ next model(X ,Y ).
older model(X ,Y ) −≺ next model(N,Y ),older model(X ,N).
so f tware inside(therac 25,therac 25 so f tware).
so f tware based on(therac 25 so f tware,therac 6 package).
so f tware based on(therac 25 so f tware,therac 20 package).

Fig. 4 Software modules in Therac-25

Another fact that came up during the Therac-25 incident
was that the system had been programmed and tested by the
same programmer and that it was not possible to determine

if that programmer had had formal training in computer sci-
ence. According to [13] the programmer could not be identi-
fied because at the time of the hearings in court he had left the
AECL company who built the accelerators. So we will refer
to him as John Doe (see Fig 5). In this regard, an argument
〈A3,∼safe(therac 25)〉 where

A3 =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∼safe(therac 25) −≺ accelerator(therac 25),
so f tware inside(therac 25,therac 25 so f tware),
developed by(therac 25 so f tware, john doe),
tested by(therac 25 so f tware, john doe),
programmer( john doe),
no background in f ormation on programmer( john doe).

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

(defeating argument A2) against the safety of the Therac-25
accelerator can be built.

∼safe(A) −≺ accelerator(A),so f tware inside(A,S),
developed by(S,P),tested by(S,P),
programmer(P),
no background in f ormation on programmer(P).

developed by(therac 25 so f tware, john doe).
tested by(therac 25 so f tware, john doe).
programmer( john doe).
no background in f ormation on programmer( john doe).

Fig. 5 Rules describing that there was no background on the programmer

Other criteria suggested that an accelerator is safely tested
if its software module has gone through extensive unit, in-
tegration and simulator testing; otherwise, it cannot be con-
sidered safe. In the case of the Therac-25 software, it was
used about 2700 hours without incidents and audits deter-
mined that the software in the Therac-25 went through an
extensive integration testing but the unit testing was not that
appropiate. No extensive simulator testing was performed ei-
ther (see Fig. 6). In this case, it is easy to see that another
argument in favor of the safety of the system based on the
amount of hours of usage without incidents can be found but
another one against the safety can be built on the grounds that
it was proved that no extensive unit testing was performed on
the Therac-25 software.

Another criteria for accelerator safety pointed out by [13]
is that the Therac-20 accelerator included hardware safety in-
terlocks as an additional safety mechanism to stop the ma-
chine in case of a malfunction, thus making Therac-20 a safe
device. Those hardware safety interlocks were taken out in
Therac-25 for cost reasons, thus making it unsafe (see Fig. 7).

A software module is unsafe if it runs on an unsafe op-
erating system and an unsafe operating system is an operat-
ing system which is not safe. From [13], we know that the
Therac-25 main bug was based on having a program running
in a PDP-11 real time system that allowed concurrent access

IFMBE Proceedings Vol. 44
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safe(A) −≺
accelerator(A),
so f tware inside(A,S),sa f e so f tware testing(S).

sa f e so f tware testing(S) −≺
used hours without problems(S,H),
H > 2000.

sa f e so f tware testing(S) −≺
so f tware module(S),
extensive unit testing(S),
extensive integration testing(S),
extensive simulator testing(S).

∼sa f e so f tware testing(S) −≺
∼extensive unit testing(S).

∼sa f e so f tware testing(S) −≺
∼extensive integration testing(S).

∼sa f e so f tware testing(S) −≺
∼extensive simulator testing(S).

so f tware module(therac 25 so f tware).
∼extensive unit testing(therac 25 so f tware).
extensive integration testing(therac 25 so f tware).
use hours without problems(therac 25 so f tware,2700).

Fig. 6 Rules describing failed testing

safe(A) −≺ accelerator(A),
includes hardware sa f ety interlocks(A),
radiation overdose mis f unction reported cases(A,0).

includes hardware sa f ety interlocks(therac 20).
∼safe(A) −≺ accelerator(A),
∼includes hardware sa f ety interlocks(A),
based on previous accelerator(A,PA),

accelerator(PA),
includes hardware sa f ety interlocks(PA).

based on previous accelerator(A,PA) −≺ older model(PA,A).
∼includes hardware sa f ety interlocks(therac 25).

Fig. 7 Rules for expressing lack of safety interlocks

to shared variables but it did not allow to test and set for vari-
ables as indivisible operations (see Fig. 8). From this point
of view, an argument for the non-safety of Therac-25 can be
derived.

Finally, if we add the information establishing that at least
one patient died, then we get only one tree formed by a sin-
gle argument based on the strict rule that establishes that an
accelerator is not safe if a patient died. So, an accelerator is
not definitely safe if a single overdose problem is reported. In
the case of Therac-25, five people died of radiation overdose
(see Fig. 9). On the light of this final evidence, the safety de-
cision would be that the accelerator is not safe as the safety
recommendation of P w.r.t. to safe(A) is Do not Conform.

IV. RELATED WORK

A software controller for radiological devices has been
simulated in [14], aiming at fine-tunning the radiological

∼safe(A) −≺ so f tware inside(A,M),unsa f e module(M).
unsa f e module(M) −≺ so f tware module(M),

runs on(M,S),
unsa f e operating system(S).

unsa f e operating system(S) −≺
∼sa f e operating system(S),
operating system(S).

∼sa f e operating system(S) −≺
real time operating system(S),
allows concurrent access to shared variables(S),
∼test and set f or variables as indivisible operations(S).

real time system operating system(pdp 11 os).
allows concurrent access to shared variables(pdp 11 os).
∼test and set f or variables as indivisible operations(pdp 11 os).

Fig. 8 Rules for expressing unsafe operating system

∼safe(A) ← accelerator(A),
problem detected(A,overdose,Place,Date).

problem detected(therac 25,overdose,marietta georgia, jun 1985).
problem detected(therac 25,overdose,yakima washington,dec 1985).
problem detected(therac 25,overdose,hamilton ontario, jan 1986).
problem detected(therac 25,overdose,tyler texas,mar 1986).
problem detected(therac 25,overdose,tyler texas,apr 1986).

Fig. 9 Rules and facts expressing overdose reported cases

equipment. Complementary, the results as those obtained
in [14] represent inputs of our argumentation machine. Thus,
the pieces of evidence collected from [14] feed the DeLP sys-
tem to reason about safeness of radiological devices.

A model driven approach improves the safety of Patient-
Controlled Analgesic infusion pumpsin [15]. The UPPAAL
formally verifies the safety properties of the controlling soft-
ware. By enacting argumentation theory, we aimed to fill the
gap between such low level safety specifications and high
level safety cases required by conformance decisioneers.

Similar to our work, the goal in [16] has been to increase
confidence in the medical-related software by enacting argu-
mentation theory. A safety pattern is proposed for generic in-
fusion pumps, modeled in the Goal Structuring Notation [17]
graphical argumentation language. By employing defeasible
logic, we additionally perform reasoning on the given model.

The rewrite logic has been used in [18] to verify safety
of life-critical medical devices such as pacemakers, ventila-
tor machines, or infusion pumps for pain medication. With
the goal to establish safe medical design patterns, the work
in [18] focuses on the programmers perspective. We argue
that, the defeasible logic better supports decisions of different
actors involved in the approval of medical device software.

One line to prove that medical-related software is safe em-
phases the need of traceability. The Med-trace method [19]
identifies the requirements for traceability through each phase
in the medical software life-cycle. Similar to our work, the
need to increase transparency of health-care software was ad-
dressed in [19]. Different from our work, the focus in [19]
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is on the development life-cycle of software from the project
management perspective. We focus on organizing evidence
from different perspectives, by enacting a formal method
based on argumentation semantics of defeasible logic.

V. CONCLUSIONS

By using argumentation theory, we aimed at structur-
ing the available evidence to demonstrate compliance with
medical safety requirements and avoidance of hazards. Our
method is able to automatically identify inconsistencies in the
argumentation chain. Identifying inconsistencies or flaws in
the justification chain signals a possible breach in the func-
tionality of the medical device.

The benefits of using argumentation theory regard the im-
provement of comprehension of the safety argument among
all the key stakeholders (software developers, safety engi-
neers, medical certification bodies, physicians, operators of
the device).
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